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Abstract: With the growing number of connected online users producing a 
tremendous amount of unstructured short-texts daily, understanding and 
mining these data becomes very useful for individuals, governments and 
companies for identifying the public users’ attitudes towards different 
entities, such as products, services, events, places, organizations and topics. 
However, analyzing these short-texts using traditional methods becomes a 
significant challenge due to the shortness and sparsity nature of short-texts. 
To address such challenges, the literature introduced a broad spectrum of 
short-texts mining approaches and applications. Hence, this paper provides a 
comprehensive survey of this spectrum based on a criterion-based research 
strategy. The different mining techniques and approaches utilized in short-
texts were highlighted along with their related issues and challenges. This 
paper surveyed a total of 1575 research papers published in the refereed 
conferences and journals in the area of short-texts mining were sur-veyed 
from 2006 until 2017, from which 187 primary studies were included and 
analyzed to constitute the source of the present paper. After a careful review 
of these articles, it is obvious that there are research gaps in other languages 
than English and Chinese, multi-languages, and in specific domain studies. 
 

Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Arabic Language, Short Text, 

State of Art, Short Text Applications, Short Text Similarity 

 

Introduction 

The advent in the online space platforms and the 
popularity of micro-blogging, social networking and e-
commerce systems, have attracted the attention to detect 
the needs, the tendencies and the opinions of and billions 
of online users expressed through short-texts such as 
messages, tweets and commodity reviews. Due to the 
paramount volume of short-texts produced daily, it is 
unfeasible to efficiently identify hidden knowledge 
patterns from such a massive mass of messages using 
traditional techniques. Therefore, it is necessary to 
develop automated methods to understand, summarize, 
classify and present all information in a clear and concise 
way. Due to the short-texts characteristics as sparsity, 
syntactical structure, noise and colloquial terminologies, 
the conventional machine learning and traditional text 
mining algorithms might not be the most appropriate 
tools for managing and analyzing large corpora of short-
texts as it may not preserve the semantic meaning of the 
original texts. Therefore, the short-text mining 
techniques have become a focus research topic in recent 
years. Consequently, the literature was surveyed to 
present a systematic overview of the primary relevant 

studies on short text mining and to highlight the research 
gaps in the existing literature. Identifying such gap may 
guide the future research in such hot area toward the 
relevant under investigated areas. Moreover, providing a 
relevant clustering of the existing research is needed in 
such multi-discipline domain. 

The rest of this paper is organized into eight sections 
as follows: After the sections of previous studies and the 
research methodology, sections four describes the 
sources of short text and section five addresses the 
preprocessing the representations techniques. Then the 
mining strategies and the intended application are 
introduced in sections six and seven before the survey is 
concluded in section eight. 

Pervious Studies 

Several studies addressed the challenges associated 
with short text modeling. Song et al. (2014) presented a 
review study summarizing the main characteristic of 
short texts, the main challenges facing short text 
classification and existing short text classification 
methods. However, they focused on classification and 
did not address any other mining strategy. Others review 
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studies addressed only specific short-text applications. 
For example, Atefeh and Khreich (2015) presented 
another survey summarizing different event detection 
approaches for Twitter stream data. The approaches were 
classified according to the event type, the detection 
method and the detection task. In addition, they 
considered the commonly used feature representation and 
the target applications. In the same year, Injadat et al. 
(2015) presented another review of 66 articles derived 
with a criterion-based research strategy between 2003 and 
2015 and concluded that there were 19 techniques for 
mining social media. Huang et al. (2016) conducted a 
comprehensive literature review based on case tracking 
and case studies for summarizing different research 
methods and challenging issues related to short text 
processing on Twitter. They concluded that text 
classification and text clustering are the key short text 
processing methods in microblogs, which are more 
applicable in many significant applications, including 
topic detection, sentiment analysis, smart healthcare, 
business intelligence and location services. They 
reported that semantic processing, noise reduction and 
handling big data are the main challenge issues for 
processing short texts in microblogs. To the best of our 
knowledge, there has not been any comprehensive 
survey addressing such critical and challenging area of 
research since 2016 despite the enormous number of 
short text studies published since that time. Besides, 
three of the studies mentioned above addressed the 
studies in social media, especially Twitter and 
microblogs, social media. The fourth study discussed 
only the short-text classification literature. Therefore, 
there is a need for a survey to cover the different aspects 
of short-text processing models and applications other 
than Twitter and the recent progress in this area since. 
The literature survey introduced by this research article 
attempts to find an answer to significant research 
questions, including: 

 

 Which proper anatomy is needed to cluster the short 

text literature? 

 What types of short-texts were considered in the 

literature (language, source)  

 Which approaches are suitable for representing short 

texts  

 Which strategies are commonly used for mining 

short texts 

 What are the main applications domains of short 

text mining 

 

Research Methodology 

The main phases of a typical short text processing 

model are illustrated in Fig. 1. Models usually start with 

text Corpus collection from various sources, followed by 

the pre-processing phase required for cleaning, preparing 

and representing the data in a suitable form for the 

mining phase. In the mining phase, the proper text 

mining strategy and the proper evaluation technique are 

selected to serve the final application phase.  

To find out the studies that address the short-text 

mining area, the academic databases of Springer, 

Scopus, Science Direct, CiteSeerX library, Google 

Scholar, ACM Digital library and IEEE-Xplore were 

searched for relevant publications published from 2006 

until 2017. The keyword of “short text” was used in 

combination with “mining,” “clustering,” 

“classification,” “feature extraction,” “representation,” or 

“similarity.” The initial search process resulted in 1575 

studies. As shown in Fig. 2, the 1575 studies were 

screened to filter out the replicated studies and the non-

journal and non-conferences articles to end up with 836 

studies. The abstracts of this set were screened to 

identify their relevance. The full-text of the obtained 476 

studies were checked to identify the suitability for 

further analysis. A total of 289 articles were considered 

irrelevant to the short-text mining area and were 

excluded to yield to a final set of 187 paper. 

As shown in Fig. 3, only 6% of the studies (11 

papers) were published during the first three years of the 

surveyed period; on the other hand, 45% of the studies 

(84 papers) were published during the late three years of 

the surveyed period. The selected papers are classified 

according to the above four main phases of short text 

processing: 

 

 Data set collection 

 Text pre-processing and representation approaches 

 Mining strategies 

 Applications 

 

The Dataset 

The first phase of a short text processing model is to 

determine the domain of the model or the dataset. As 

shown in Fig. 4, it is evident that the most significant 

percentage of the research papers focused on utilizing 

free available benchmarking datasets for their 

methodology improvements. While, other researchers 

focused on building their own datasets by collecting data 

from websites, news articles and social media, especially 

when there is no free available benchmarking dataset 

particularly for some languages such as Arabic. 

As shown in Fig. 5, the English language is the 

language of most of the studies followed by the Chinese 

language. Sixteen papers (9% of the studies) used a 

multi-language dataset. Considering the different nature 

and structure of each language, it strongly suggested that 

addressing other languages than English and Chinese 

and providing techniques to handle multi-languages 

short-text are under-investigated research areas. 
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Fig. 1: Short-text processing phases 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The number of studies in each phase of the selection and filtration process 
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Fig. 3: The number of studies published in each year 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: The number of publications of each type of the data source 
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Fig. 5: The number of publications of each language of the data source 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: The number of publications for each external knowledge resource 
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illustrated that the most popular text representation 

schema is Vector Space Model (VSM), which represents 

text with Bag of Words (BOW) vector ignoring semantic, 

syntactical, or lexical relations between input features. 

However, VSM is unsuitable for representing short text 

due to its noisy and sparsity problems.  

Short text enrichment approaches were proposed to 

alleviate such problems by elevating the representation 

with either hidden statistical information using non-

linguistic approaches or relevant hidden topics derived 

externally from large external sources such as search 

engines and Corpus. The short text enrichment 

methodologies can be classified into two main 

categories: linguistic and non-linguistic.  

Linguistic Enrichment  

Figure 6 shows a single external enrichment source; 

such as WordNet, Wikipedia, web search engines, 

HowNet, thesaurus, or Probase; are the most common 

sources for short text enrichment. It is evident that both 

WordNet and Wikipedia are the most used sources for 

short text enchainment. For instance, Abdalgader 

(2017) presented a synonym expansion semantic 

approach for enriching using additional semantic 

information aggregated from Word-Net lexical 

database; however, WordNet is not available for some 

languages. Nakamura et al. (2014) proposed two novel 

methods based on Wikipedia and Extended Naive Bayes 

(ENB) to enhance multilingual short texts clustering by 

incorporating inter-language links into ENB for unifying 

language and expanding short text representation with 

semantic information via a vector of Wikipedia entities. 

Other studies enriched short-text with semantic 

features derived externally from a large-scale probabilistic 

knowledge base such as Probase (Hua et al., 2017). Those 

knowledge bases are used to identify semantic 

relatedness between terms, to segment the text, to detect 

its type and to generate concept labeling. Song et al. 

(2011) proposed a short text conceptualization method 

for enhancing short-text representation with additional 

fine-grained concepts derived from Probase and 

reflecting the most appropriate sense for each term under 

different contexts. Yu et al. (2016) presented an 

approach for short text understanding by combining 

semantic text enrichment and hashing. Their approach 

began with enriching each term of the short text with its 

relevant concepts and co-occurring terms inferred from 

Probase. After that, semantic short text hashing was 

performed through a deep neural network constructed 

based on a 3-layer stacked auto-encoders designed with a 

specific learning strategy. Alternatively, other 

researchers focused on topic analysis models to resolve 

the sparsity problem in short text. Chen et al. (2011) 

presented an approach for enriching short text 

representation and classification by mapping it into a 

feature space of multi-granularity topics derived from a 

large external corpus.  

Non-Linguistic Enrichment  

The non-linguistic literature tackles content sparsity 

problem of short-text modelling. Quan et al. (2015) 

introduced a Self-Aggregation-based Topic Model 

(SATM) by integrating topic modelling with clustering 

for text self-aggregation during topic inference, while 

others focused on word co-occurrence information as 

self-contained knowledge for enhancing topic modelling 

for sparse and short text. Chen and Kao (2017) attempted 

to solve the problem of inadequate word co-occurrence 

patterns in a short document through a Re-Organized 

document LDA (RO-LDA). The RO-LDA is word co-

occurrence improvement method, which can extend the 

length of each short text document by re-organizing its 

words into a virtual document using the word co-

occurrence information in the whole corpus. 

Mining Strategy 

Setting the strategy of short-text mining requires to 

decide between classification and clustering, select 

the appropriate model and to select the proper 

similarity method.  

Classification and Clustering  

Text classification is defined as a technique for 

assigning the text into a number of predefined categories. 

However, due to the sparsity and noise of the short text, 

the traditional text processing models encounter are not 

satisfactory effective with short text classification. On the 

other hand, text clustering is defined as a technique for 

grouping similar text documents in the same class using 

similarity measure. The literature illustrated that the 

quality of text-clustering methods relies on three aspects, 

including text representation model, similarity metric and 

clustering algorithm applied to group texts. Existing 

models of short text classification and clustering are 

mainly based on the prior text enrichment technique. 

Linguistic Based Models  

Some short text classification studies enriched the text 

feature space with topics and knowledge derived from 

estimated topic models using Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

(LDA) but from three types of universal large-scale 

corpora: Wikipedia, DBLP and LNCS (Vo and Ock, 

2015). Other studies succeeded in improving short text 

classification by encoding semantic information of short 

text via word embedding based approach, which pre-

trained over large-scale external Corpus. For instance, 

Wang et al. (2016) proposed a convolutional short text 

modeling for enhancing short text classification by 
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expanding short text features with the multi-scale 

semantic information discovered from pre-trained words 

embeddings and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). 

Similarly, clustering studies relied on auxiliary data from 

a large-scale external corpus, such as Wikipedia or web 

search engine to overcome the sparsely problem in short 

text clustering (Hu et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2016). Despite 

the improvement in short text classification and clustering 

obtained by the above models, they have some limitations. 

Externally enriched models are time-consuming and 

heavily dependent on the quality of the external source 

(search engine, large-scale Corpus, etc.) Moreover, such 

models may face a significant challenge to find strongly 

related external corpora to a specific short text of a 

particular domain, such as military due to privacy or 

confidentiality reasons. On the other side, knowledge 

enriched models are dependent on semantic features 

derived from external taxonomy or lexical base, which are 

often unavailable for many languages. 

Non-Linguistic Based Models  

Due to previously described limitations of linguistic 

methods, some studies utilized latent semantic analysis to 

enhance performance of short text classification by en-

richening short text with self-contained knowledge. They 

extracted such knowledge directly from the text Corpus 

itself either via clustering (Dai et al., 2013) or statistical 

co-occurrence analysis between terms (Rao et al., 2016). 

The literature showed that feature extension approaches, 

which are based on term co-occurrence, may be 

ineffective especially when terms from different sentences 

have a weak semantic relation. Kim et al. (2014) short text 

classification via a Language-Independent Semantic kernel 

(LIS) based on three levels of semantic annotations for 

extending short text with semantic and syntactic features 

without using ready-made lexical databases and 

grammatical tags. Such approaches can only achieve 

satisfactory results with a broad training Corpus to extract 

meaningful associations. Consequently, other approaches 

for enhancing short text classification were presented when 

the training dataset is small or fewer word co-occurrences 

information among terms are found. For instance, Ramírez-

De-La-Rosa et al. (2013) proposed a Neighborhood-

Consensus Categorization (NCC) method for classifying 

short text documents to determine the category of each 

document by considering its content and information about 

the class of the neighborhood documents. 

Similarity Estimation 

Finding how similar a short message to another one is 

a cornerstone of the mining strategies. Similarity 

measures can be categorized to linguistically based 

measures and non-linguistic based ones. The simple 

cosine of the angle between two arrays representing two 

short texts is the most common lexical similarity 

measure. Euclidean distance, Jaccard similarity and 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients are commonly used 

measures in the literature as well.  

Lee (2011) proposed a sentence similarity measure 

based on extracted tags as joint noun set and joint verb set 

and represented as WordNet’s semantic tree. Alzahrani 

(2016) estimated the similarity between cross-language 

short texts through three proposed semantic similarity 

algorithms: Averaged Maximum-Translation Similarity, 

Noun-Verb Vector Based Similarity and Machine 

Translation (MT) Term Vector Based Similarity using 

WordNet semantic information. Generally, the knowledge-

based methods are limited to the human-crafted 

dictionaries, which do not include all words and do not have 

the required semantic information of the included words, 

e.g., WordNet has a fewer number of verbs and adverbs 

synsets than the nouns synsets.  

Batanovic and Bojic, (2015) proposed a short text 

semantic similarity method, named POST STSS method. 

The method based on the combination of a statistical 

bag-of-words approach and part-of-speech tags as more 

profound syntactic information indicators without any 

hand-crafted knowledge base or advanced syntactic 

tools. Liu et al. (2016) introduced a model for assessing 

short text similarity based on double vector space model 

constructed using semantic information from Wikipedia 

in addition to structure information from a semantic 

dependency tree. 

Furlan et al. (2013) presented a statistical language 

independent-based approach for estimating the semantic 

similarity between short texts. This approach was based 

on statistical distribution of words in short text corpus 

itself for evaluating semantic short text similarity by 

combining word-to-word string and semantic similarities 

in addition to utilizing a weighted term frequency 

ponderation for enhancing final similarity score. 

Applications of Short Text Mining 

Short text mining was used for different applications 

such as summarization, topic detection, event detection, 

information retrieval, sentiment analysis, community 

mining and recommendation systems, etc. as shown in 

Fig. 7. Despite that the many of the surveyed papers 

addressed only the short-text mining methodology 

improvement, one hundred and sixty-five of them 

focused on a specific application area.  

Paraphrase Identification 

The Paraphrase identification is as a classic natural 
language processing task, which takes a pair of sentences 
as an input to check whether they are paraphrase of each 
other  by  estimating  semantic  relatedness  among   them. 
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Fig. 7: Number of published articles in each application area 
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terms and essential topics from the enormous social 

media data by integrating localized language analysis 

and proposed ‘Joint’ term ranking method with 

unsupervised topic clustering and multilingual sentiment 

analysis for topics ex-traction via analysis of Twitter's 

tweets during a period of time.  

Summarization 

With the rapid advance of social networks, a massive 

amount of social contents is generated continuously 

reflecting all online users’ feelings or opinions toward a 

variety of entities, including products, services, topics, 

persons and organizations.  

Hu et al. (2017) presented an approach for summarizing 

online hotel reviews via sentence importance metric for 

identifying most informative sentence from reviews based 

on not only their contents information but also on other 

critical contained factors, including authors credibility, time, 

review usefulness and conflicting opinions. They used the k 

-medoids clustering algorithm to partition important 

sentences into k-clusters after estimating both content and 

sentiment similarities among them. Then the top-k 

sentences were selected as the final summarization result 

after estimating important sentence score for each cluster. 

Instead of exploiting a clustering-based approach for 

obtaining short text summarization Amplayo and Song, 

(2017) relied on constructing multi-level sentiment 

classification model and aspect extraction model for 

presenting a fine-grained sentiment extraction model to 

enhance the summarization of multiple online reviews.  

Information Retrieval 

Information retrieval is one of the critical research 
areas in a variety of applications, including E-
commercial, E-government, news and academic 
applications, which can help users to search and gain 
their required contents. Yu et al. (2016) attempted to 
enhance Information Retrieval (IR) task on the MSN 
news data via an approach for short text understanding 
by combining semantic text enrichment and hashing. 
They began by enriching each term in input short text 
with its relevant concepts and co-occurring terms 
inferred from Probase. After that, semantic short text 
hashing was performed through a deep neural network 
constructed based on a 3-layer stacked auto-encoders 
designed with a specific learning strategy.  

Spam Filtering 

With the rapid evolution of short text messages in recent 

electronic communication media, a variety of undesired 

contents (spam) can be propagated among users, including 

misleading information, ads, viruses, which may be harmful 

and need to be detected and filtered. Silva et al. (2017) 

introduced an incremental short text classification learning 

approach based on the Minimum Description Length 

(MDLText) for online spam detection and filtering over 

short and sparse short text messages. 

Conclusion 

With the rapid and massive amount of unstructured 
short text daily feed, the ability to extract valuable 
information from these data becomes very beneficial for 
organizations and individuals for different and essential 
purposes, including opinion mining, web search result 
categorization, event detection, text summarization, 
spam detection, etc. As a result of systematical literature 
survey for the between the period 2006 and 2017, 187 
relevant research papers were identified. Despite the 
progress of the short texts mining applications, the 
analysis of, it was concluded that there is still some of 
research gaps and opportunities in the existing researches 
which are detailed as follows: 
 

 There is a lack of studies dealing with informal texts 

mostly used among the youth on the internet and 

with languages other than English and Chinese  

 There is a significant challenge to find strongly 

related external corpora to specific short text in a 

particular domain, such as military, healthcare and 

industrial applications 

 There is a significant shortage in the research handling 

short text in multi-languages, despite the popularity of 

mixing English or French with other languages  

 

Moreover, the paper introduced a structured 

clustering scheme of the existing research based on the 

source of the short-text dataset, the test representation 

and the enrichment methodology, the mining strategy, 

and the application domain. In general, it is research 

worthy to consider a detailed study to compare two or 

more of the introduced short-text mining approaches and 

short-text separation algorithms. 
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